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Company Profile
Overview:
Lewis Machine & Tool Company (LMT®) was founded in 1980 to provide the US Military, law
enforcement and government agencies with precision engineered, high quality weapons, components
and modular weapon systems. Since the very beginning, LMT’s mission has been to meet, if not surpass,
their customers’ expectations of quality, price and delivery of machined parts, weapon systems,
assemblies and engineering services. All products are 100% USA made and comply with the Berry
Amendment. Since LMT® has been doing business in Milan, Illinois, LMT® has always maintained an
ethical environmental policy, as well as, working within and for their local community by providing
employees with a challenging and rewarding work place.
LMT® pioneered the Monolithic Rail Platform (MRP) system that has become a benchmark in modular
rifle systems across the world. LMT’s engineers also design and fabricate complete weapon systems,
grenade launchers and small arms accessories for demanding environments everywhere. The full line of
LMT® accessories and components available to the commercial market complements any M16 or AR15
style weapon platform. LMT® continues to serve the US Military, law enforcement, government agencies
and foreign military services, as well, with a number of important contracts.
LMT® recently incorporated Armorer’s Training courses into their services by providing on-site or off-site
training for the LMT® .308 and 5.56 weapons and the M203. More information regarding LMT®
Armorer’s Training can be found on the Lewis Machine & Tool Company website.
The MRP System:
Karl Lewis, President of LMT®, designed the original Monolithic Rail Platform (MRP) as a response to the
growing demand for quick-change, modular systems. Lewis’ design is a one-piece, lightweight upper
receiver with an integral forend. The MIL-STD 1913 2009 STANAG 4694 compliant rails run from front to
forend on each of the four sides giving the operator optimum opportunities for placement of lights and
laser systems dependent upon mission requirements. The MRP system is available in a traditional rifle
length and one for Close Quarter Combat (CQB).
The MRP System continues to evolve as modern warfare does. In 2012, LMT introduced the LM8
platform, a smaller and lighter version of the original MRP system. The LM8 platform is specifically
designed to operate in confined quarters. Like the original MRP system, the LM8 platform is available as
a complete component or as a complete weapon system.
Awards:
LMT® is an ISO 9001:2008 Registered, long-time GSA supplier and Berry Amendment compliant
company. Lewis Machine & Tool Company has been recognized on the state and federal level for their
engineering quality and excellence in business. LMT has also received numerous military awards for
their continuous support and contribution as a small arms producer and excellence in engineering new
and quality products.

